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Abstract
This work presents a miniaturized two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) optical
pick-up head implemented using MEMS technology. This device contains
novel bi-directional vertical comb-drive actuators to act as the focusing
positioner, and V-beam thermal actuators to serve as the tracking positioner.
In addition, a UV-cured polymer droplet is used for an objective lens.
Particularly, the focusing and tracking actuators are monolithically
fabricated and integrated in a single device. Electrical routing and isolation
is also available by poly-Si and Si3N4 multi-layers for 2-DOF operation. In
applications, the proposed device has been successfully fabricated and
characterized. The upward and downward displacements of the focusing
optical pick-up head are 4.6 µm and 4.1 µm, respectively, at a 30 V driving
voltage. And the in-plane displacement of the tracking optical pick-up head
is ±16.3 µm, at a 5 V driving voltage. The resonant frequencies of the
focusing and tacking systems are 1.9 kHz and 4.1 kHz, respectively.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
Due to the rapid growth of information technology, small
and high capacities are the requirements of state-of-the-art
data storage system. Recently, several approaches to obtain
high-density data storage have been widely investigated on
the basis of MEMS technologies such as magnetic hard
disk drives [1–3], magnetic-optical recording [4] and AFM
tip recording [5, 6]. To increase the data storage density
of the optical data storage system is also another design
consideration. Particularly, employing the plastic optical disk
for removable recording media is more cost-effective than
the other technologies. The high numerical aperture (NA)
optical system substantially increases the storages density in
terms of the smaller optical spot. However, such high storage
density requires a very high bandwidth servo-tracking system
to precisely position the optical pick-up head within a narrow
track spacing (∼100 nm). One promising solution is to employ
the MEMS actuator with higher response bandwidth for nanoscale positioning [1].
0960-1317/06/071290+08$30.00

The development of an optical pick-up head using
MEMS technology has been extensively demonstrated.
In general, the optical pick-up head mainly consists of
focusing components (focusing actuator, spring, etc), tracking
components (tracking actuator, springs, etc) and optical
components (lens, lens holder, etc).
Various optical
elements have been miniaturized and integrated by means of
micromachining processes, such as high NA diffractive optical
elements [7], polymer-based optical elements [8] and micro
optical bench [9]. The focusing and tracking components
are flexible only in the out-of-plane direction and the inplane direction, respectively. It is difficult to monolithically
fabricate and integrate the focusing and tracking components
on a single chip. The piezoelectric actuators [10] and
bimorph thermal actuators [11] have been exploited for
data tracking. Moreover, electrostatic vertical comb-drive
actuators for optical focusing have been demonstrated in
[12, 13]. In addition, the concept of integrating UVcured polymer lenses with MEMS actuators has also been
demonstrated in [14], and the in-plane and out-of-plane
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Figure 1. Schematic of the proposed 2-DOF optical pick-up head.
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Figure 2. (a) Concept of the bi-directional vertical comb-drive
actuator and (b) the parameter definitions of the V-beam thermal
actuator.

positioning actuators are integrated by means of a bonding
technique.
This work attempts to develop a novel two degreeof-freedom (2-DOF) optical pick-up head, where the key
components are monolithically fabricated and integrated in
a single device by means of process integration. This device
contains novel bi-directional vertical comb-drive actuators to
act as the focusing positioner, and V-beam thermal actuators
to serve as the tracking positioner. In addition, the UV-cured
polymer droplet is used for the objective lens. In short, the
present design has the potential to match the requirements of
small-form-factor (SFF) optical data storage systems.

2. Concepts and design
The concept of the presented 2-DOF micromachined optical
pick-up head is shown in figure 1. This MEMS device

monolithically integrates bi-directional focusing (out-ofplane) actuators, V-beam tracking (in-plane) actuators, inplane and out-of-plane springs, supporting frame and lens
holder. The UV-cured polymer lens can be integrated on the
lens holder after releasing the device, so that the incident
light beam can be focused by the UV polymer lens and
modulated by focusing and tracking actuators. The lens
holder is connected to the stationary rigid supporting frame
by four thin-film springs. The vertical comb electrodes are
placed at the supporting frame and the lens holder to form bidirectional focusing actuators (named upward and downward
combs in figure 1). Thus, the out-of-plane position of the
lens, no matter in the upward or downward direction, can be
tuned. In addition, the lens holder and supporting frame are
connected to an Si substrate by V-beam thermal actuators and
four high aspect ratio springs. Therefore, the in-plane position
of a lens can be tuned by V-beam thermal actuators. The
monolithically integrated focusing and tracking actuators can
be independently operated by the design of electrical routing
and isolation.
2.1. Bi-directional focusing actuators
As indicated in figure 1, the moving electrodes of the upward
comb are located below the stationary electrodes, whereas the
moving electrodes of the downward comb are located above the
1291
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Figure 4. Fabrication process steps. (a) Self-aligned etching mask,
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(f ) backside DRIE, (g) removing passivation and (h) the dropped
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stationary electrodes. The monolithically integrated stationary
electrodes of the upward and downward combs are electrically
isolated and can be actuated individually, and the moving
electrodes are grounded through thin-film springs. Figure 2(a)
shows the cross sections of AA and BB in figure 1. The
downward motion is actuated by V0 and V1, while the upward
motion is actuated by V0 and V2. Moreover, the thickness
and location of the vertical comb electrodes are tunable by
the process to improve the traveling distance and the driving
voltage [15]. In this design, the thicknesses tca of both movable
combs and stationary combs are 20 µm.
The traveling distance of the focusing actuator would be
limited by the side-sticking effect due to the misalignment of
the comb electrodes [16]. In this work, the self-aligned vertical
combs technique is adopted to prevent the misalignment of
the electrodes [17]. In addition, the in-plane to out-of-plane
stiffness ratio of the thin-film spring in figure 1 will also
influence the occurrence of side sticking. The in-plane to outof-plane stiffness ratio Kratio of thin-film spring with thickness
tfs and width wfs is (wfs /tfs )2 . In this design, the dimensions
of wfs and tfs are 20 µm and 2 µm, respectively, so that Kratio is
nearly 100. Therefore, the thin-film spring is flexible enough
for vertical actuation and stiff enough to suppress the sidesticking effect.
In optical consideration, a larger objective lens has various
advantages. For instance, a larger objective lens can increase
the working distance and the misalignment problem becomes
1292

UV cured polymer lens

Figure 5. Fabrication result of the 2-DOF optical pick-up head:
(a) without and (b) with a UV-cured polymer lens.

less critical as well. Meanwhile, the mass of the lens is
increased, so as to influence the design of focusing actuators.
In the present work, the UV-cured polymer lens suspended by
thin-film springs has an initial out-of-plane deflection δ due
to gravity. Thus, the location of the vertical comb electrodes
is influenced by the vertical deflection δ, so that the traveling
distance and driving voltage are also changed. For the case
of BB cross section of figure 2(a), the driving voltage will
be significantly increased if the deflection d is greater than
the initial engagement of stationary and movable combs. This
gives design constraints to the lens size, spring stiffness and
comb thickness.
2.2. V-beam tracking actuators
As figure 1 shows, the present device employs the V-beam
thermal actuators [18] for in-plane tracking. After the thermal
expansion of the V-beam by joule heating, the actuator will
push the supporting frame and the focusing system in the
in-plane direction. The traveling distance δ of actuator is
determined by the length L and the angle θ of the V-beam, as
indicated in figure 2(b) [18]. The V-beam actuators located
on both sides of the lens holder could move the light beam in
the opposite direction. Moreover, the V-beams together with
four high aspect ratio springs also serve as the suspension of
the whole device. In this design, the spring width whs is 2 µm
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and thickness ths is 20 µm, so that the in-plane to out-of-plane
stiffness ratio Kratio is nearly 0.01. Therefore, the high aspect
ratio spring is flexible enough for in-plane actuation, and stiff
enough to suspend the device.
2.3. Electrical routing and isolation
The stacking of two conducting poly-Si layers (named Poly1
and Poly2) and one insulation Si3N4 film is employed in
this study to form various electrical potential regions during
operation, as shown in figure 3. Thus, the focusing and
tracking components of the present device are operated
independently. The device in figure 3(a) is monolithically
fabricated using the Poly1 layer. The dash lines indicate
the areas where the Poly1 is removed, and the whole device
is divided into several separate regions. After depositing
with Si3N4 films, these separated regions are mechanically
connected but electrically isolated, as depicted by the CC cross
section in figure 3(b). The Poly2 film is further employed to
act as an electrical routing. For instance, the Poly2 electrical
routings defined using microfabrication can pass through the
supporting frame and the high aspect ratio springs to connect
the focusing actuators to bonding pads, as shown in figure 3(a).
In summary, the device has three electrical potential regions
(V0–V2) for bi-directional focusing actuation, and also has four
electrical potential regions (Va–Vd) for tracking actuation.

3. Fabrication and results
The fabrication processes employed in this study are illustrated
in figure 4. The processes began with the growth and

patterning of thermal oxide, as shown in figure 4(a). A second
photolithography was used to define the location of deeper
trenches. The patterned thermal oxide and photoresist were
used as the self-aligned etching masks for the following DRIE
(deep reactive ion etching). The photoresist in figure 4(a) was
removed after the first DRIE. The silicon oxide acted as the
etching mask for the second DRIE. The silicon substrate had
self-aligned trenches with two different thicknesses (shallow
and deep trenches) for vertical comb electrodes after the
second DRIE, as shown in figure 4(b) [17]. After that,
these trenches were fully refilled by thermal oxide and
the first LPCVD (low pressure chemical vapor deposition)
poly-Si (i.e. Poly1) films. The main structures were all
available by the Poly1 layer and etched into various separate
regions for individual electrical potentials, as shown in
figure 4(c). After the Poly1 was patterned, the Si3N4 insulation
layer and the second poly-Si film (i.e. Poly2) were deposited
and patterned to achieve the electrical routing and isolation
in a monolithic device, as shown in figure 4(d). The Poly2
layer could act as the electrical interconnection for electrically
isolated comb electrodes. After patterned with photoresist,
the third DRIE was exploited to trim the thickness of refilled
Poly1 in deep trench, as shown in figure 4(e). The initial
engagement of comb electrodes was then defined. Hence
the micromachined structures located at different out-of-plane
positions became available, so as to realize the vertical comb
electrodes. In addition, the V-beam thermal actuators and the
lens holder were also implemented using the refilled Poly1 in
shallow trenches. The backside thermal oxide was patterned as
the etching mask, and the Si substrate was then fully removed
1293
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Figure 7. Measured results from the focusing components of the
device shown in figure 5(a): (a) the static load-deflection test for
upward and downward actuations and (b) the frequency response of
the device.

from the backside by DRIE, as shown in figure 4(f ). The
front-side thermal oxide performed as passivation and etchstop layers for the poly-Si structure during the DRIE silicon
etching. A through hole was also available for the incident
light to pass through the wafer. Finally, the passivation layers
were removed and the UV-cured polymer droplet was dropped
to the lens holder, as shown in figures 4(g) and (h).
The 2-DOF optical pick-up head is successfully
demonstrated in figure 5. The SEM photo in figure 5(a)
clearly shows the components of the lens holder, supporting
frame, V-beam thermal actuators, vertical comb actuators and
springs. Figure 5(b) indicates that the device after the UVcured polymer droplet was dropped to the lens holder to act
as the objective lens. The zoom in the photo in figure 6(a)
shows the upward and downward comb actuators. The initial
engagement of comb electrodes available by the third DRIE
trimming is 3 µm to provide a larger electro-statically driving
force. The thickness of the thin-film spring defined by Poly1
was tfs = 2 µm, and the thickness of the high aspect ratio
spring defined by refilled Poly1 in shallow trenches was
ths = 20 µm. The 20 µm thick refilled Poly1 also formed
the reinforced ribs at the backside of supporting frame
1294

Figure 8. Measured results from the tracking components of the
device shown in figure 5(a): (a) the static load-deflection test for
in-plane actuation and (b) the frequency response of the device.

and the lens holder to substantially improve their stiffness.
Figure 6(b) shows the perfect alignment of the stationary
and moving comb electrodes using the present processes.
Therefore, the side-sticking effect can be suppressed.
Figures 6(c) and (d) indicate the fabrication result of electrical
routing illustrated in figure 3(b). It is clearly observed that the
separate Poly1 structures are mechanically connected by the
Si3N4 layer. It is also observed that the Poly2 film is on
the top of the Si3N4 insulation layer for electrical routing.
Moreover, the high aspect ratio spring and reinforced ribs are
clearly demonstrated in the zoom in the photos of figures 6(c)
and (d).

4. Testing
To demonstrate the performance of the presented 2-DOF
optical pick-up head, the static and dynamic characteristics
of the fabricated MEMS devices were characterized. The
device was driven by dc voltage for static load-deflection
test, and driven by ac voltage for dynamic resonant test. The
out-of-plane static displacement of the focusing components
was measured by the optical interferometer. An optical
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Table 1. Initial out-of-plane deflection induced by the weight of the UV-cured polymer lens.
Flens
objective lens
L
δ

spring

D
Lens weight

Lens A
diameter: 200 µm
mass: ~10 ug

Lens B
diameter: 400 µm
mass: ~50 µg

Lens C
diameter: 600 µm
mass: ~200 µg

Spring A: L= 200 µm,

δ= 0.03 µm

δ= 0.16 µm

δ= 0.64 µm

Spring B: L= 300 µm

δ= 0.11 µm

δ= 0.53 µm

δ= 2.12 µm

Spring C: L= 400 µm

δ= 0.25 µm

δ= 1.25 µm

δ= 5 µm

Spring length

Note: wfs= 2 0 µm, tfs= 2 µm

laser Doppler vibrometer was used to measure the out-ofplane dynamic response of the focusing system. Figure 7
shows the typical measured results from the device shown in
figure 5(a). As shown in figure 7(a), the maximum upward
and downward displacements of the device were 4.6 µm and
4.1 µm, respectively, when the driving voltage reached
30 V. Figure 7(b) shows the frequency response of the device.
The resonant frequency associated with the first out-of-plane
spring bending mode is 1.9 kHz.
Table 1 shows the initial out-of-plane deflection δ after
the UV-cured polymer droplet was dropped to the lens holder.
There are three different lenses (D = 200–600 µm) and spring
lengths (L = 200–400 µm) during the measurement. The

measured lens weight ranges from 10 µg to 200 µg when
the lens holder increases from 200 µm to 600 µm. The
largest vertical deflection δ can even reach 5 µm for R =
600 µm lenses and L = 400 µm springs. In this case, the
stroke of the downward vertical comb actuators is significantly
reduced, whereas the driving voltage of the upward vertical
comb actuators is significantly increased. This is a typical
example to show the design considerations for the lens size,
spring stiffness and comb thickness.
Moreover, the in-plane displacement of the tracking
system was measured using an image captured approach
by a commercial micro motion analyzer. Figure 8 also
shows the typical measured results of the device shown in
1295
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5. Conclusions

(a)

near in focus

in focus

(b)

Figure 10. Optical test using the device shown in figure 5(b):
(a) variation of the laser spot during the focusing test and (b) the
scanning line generated during the tracking test.

This study has demonstrated a novel 2-DOF optical pick-up
head. The focusing and tracking actuators are integrated
in a monolithic micromachined device by means of process
integration. The novel bi-directional vertical comb actuators
act as the focusing positioner, and the V-beam thermal
actuators serve as a tracking positioner. The upward and
downward combs are initially engaged and self-aligned by
the present process. The critical design of electrical routing
and insulation is available by poly-Si and Si3N4 multi-layers.
Moreover, the potential of electrically independent regions
could be routing through the suspended springs to provide
2-DOF operations. The UV-cured polymer droplet lens is
also integrated on the lens holder. In results, the upward and
downward displacements of the focusing system are 4.6 µm
and 4.1 µm, respectively, at a dc driving voltage of 30 V. The
in-plane displacement of the tracking system is ±16.3 µm,
when a 5 V dc voltage is applied. The resonant frequency
of focusing and tacking systems are 1.9 kHz and 4.1 kHz,
respectively. In applications, the present 2-DOF optical pickup head with faster response and smaller size can match the
requirements of small-form-factor optical data storage.

Acknowledgments
figure 5(a). As shown in figure 8(a), the in-plane displacement
of the device driven by the single-side V-beam actuator was
16.3 µm when the applied voltage was 5 V. The frequency
response in figure 8(b) shows that the first in-plane mode of a
typical tracking device is 4.1 kHz. It indicates that the MEMS
device has a faster response as well as a higher bandwidth for
the servo-tracking system, as compared with a conventional
optical pickup head.
The optical properties of a UV-cured polymer droplet lens
are indicated in figure 9. Figure 9(a) shows the surface profile
of a polymer lens measured using an optical interferometer.
The surface roughness of the polymer lens is 14.6 nm.
Therefore, the polymer lens provided a good surface for
optical applications. In addition, the intensity profile of a
focused beam measured using the beam profiler is indicated in
figure 9(b). During the test, a laser beam was incident on
the UV-cured polymer lens from the backside of the substrate,
and then focused on a beam profiler by the polymer lens. The
spot sizes for the incident beam and the focusing beam were
∼600 µm and ∼10 µm (full width at half maximum),
respectively. Since the focused spot size of the available
polymer lens still cannot satisfy the optical requirements,
a high NA commercial lens is required.
Thus, the
optical properties of the miniaturized MEMS pickup can be
significantly improved. In this regard, the lens will integrate
to the lens holder by means of assembly.
To demonstrate the optical modulation of the presented
device, a laser beam was incident on the polymer droplet lens
of the device in figure 5(b) from the backside of the substrate
and then focused on a microscope objective lens. The photos in
figure 10(a) show the variation of beam spot during focusing.
The photos in figure 10(b) show the variation of beam spot
during tracking, and the driving frequency was 15 Hz. The
scanning range could be modulated by the dc voltages of
V-beam tracking actuators.
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